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Introduction
I am excited to take this new role in 2020 and I am
proud of working with a great Editorial Board. Global
Journal of Chemical Sciences (GJCS) is an international,
multidisciplinary open access, peer-reviewed bi-annual
journal which publishes authentic and real findings covering
all the broad research areas of Chemical Sciences. Our journal
aims to promote information in research and enhance
standards of scientific literacy among peers, which could in
turn aid in providing improved healthcare.

to publish in this journal. Your cooperation will be highly
appreciated. If you have any questions and suggestions,
please directly email to me or the journal coordinator at:
cjchemistry@crgopentext.com. I look forward to hearing
from you ASAP.

As an Editorial Board Member of GJCS, I believe our
editorial team will commit to work hard to improve the
quality of submissions, organize reviewing timetable and
reduce the manuscript handling time that required for the
review process. I think this would greatly reduce turnaround
time from manuscript submission to final decision on
acceptance or rejection.

There are many reasons to publish your significant findings
in this journal:
•

Published by the global Coalesce Research Group

•

Fast times to publication mean rapid visibility for your
work

•
•
•

Covers all aspects of Chemical Sciences

Articles are gold open access so that everyone can read
Our board members root in five different countries
and our reviewers are spread across the world.
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In summary, I would like to take this opportunity to thank College
Normal University,
China
China
everyone who has contributed to the GJCS in a variety of Nanchong,
capacities, and to urge you to submit your research findings
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